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WORKSHOPS

The Education Technology Department (EdTech) is pleased to present a
series of workshops, both face-to-face
and online, with a strong focus on taking full advantage of technology tools
and strategies to improve in every
area of teaching and learning. These
sessions are centered on experiences
acquired through the use of different
technologies in the classroom, and are
geared to provide the pros and cons
when used in the educational setting.
This semester there will be a strong
emphasis on Blackboard 9.1 training
All these sessions will be held at the
Faculty Learning Commons (C-559),
unless otherwise indicated.

Hands-On
TECH
Blackboard Essentials
Thursday February 4, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm
Wednesday, February 10, 2016
11:00am – 12:00pm

This workshop offers a quick lesson to
help you organize your course, and use
all the Blackboard tools available. Tips
on how these tools can be used effectively in your teaching will be provided. The following topics are covered:
course navigation; adding course content; posting assignments; creating
discussions; creating tests.
Facilitators:
George Rosa

Wilfredo

Rodríguez;

Blackboard Grade Center

Wednesday, February 17, 2016

11:00am – 1:00pm
Thursday, February 18, 2016
Learn how to configure and connect
your grade center with assignments,
discussion board, and exams.
Facilitators: Aaron Davis, George Rosa

Assessment Tools
Thursday, March 3, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

Administer your quizzes and exams online, and other assessment tools. Learn
how to stop plagiarism by using SafeAssign.
Facilitator: George Rosa

Focus On
TECHNOLOGY
Blogs and Wikis
March 17, 2016
2:00pm - 3:00pm

This workshops will provide insights of
Advanced blackboard topics such as
blogs, journals, wikis, course copy, Tips
to prevent online cheating and others.
Facilitator: To Be Announced

Blackboard Advanced - Content
Collection
Thursday, March 31 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm
This workshops will cover thadvanced
ways documents can be easily managed and shared across courses
and Blackboard users using Black
board’s Content Collection.

24/7 Course Accessible
Thursday, February 11, 2016
11:00am – 12:00pm

In this open-discussion workshop we
will look at the online tools available
to use in a strategy that encourages
student online participation outside
the scheduled course hours and leads
to an online teaching/learning collaborative community that students can
”dwell” in. Included in the discussion
will be “content beyond the coursework”, such as use of periodic surveys
and feedback discussion forums. All
online tools will be open to discussion,
including blogs, wikis, Blackboard Collaborate , Panopto and ePortfolios.
Facilitator: George Rosa

ePortfolios Uses in Higher
Education
February 25, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

These workshops cover a variety of
topics and are focused on solving faculty issues in the classrooms.
Facilitator: Aaron Davis

Don’t be shy, be bright – increasing students’ participation
Thursday, March 10, 2016
11:00am – 12:00pm

This workshop discusses the issues of
students’ participation in the classroom
and look for ways to improve engagement. Different tools are presented
and discussed that could enhance and
include all type of students to be more
engaged.
Facilitator: WIlfredo Rodríguez

Facilitator: Wilfredo Rodríguez
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Using your iPad wirelessly in the
classroom
Tuesday, March 22, 2016
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

iPads are very popular devices and potentially a helpful tool in the teaching
and learning process. Hostos’ smartclassrooms are equipped with an air
server which allows instructors to connect their ipads wirelessly making the
use of them smoother.
Facilitator: WIlfredo Rodríguez

Guide on the Side vs. Sage on the
Stage: Designing an experience
through project-based learning
Thursday March 24, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

These workshops cover a variety of
topics and they are focused on solving
faculty issues in the classrooms.
Facilitator: Aaron Davis

Everyone Get’s an A! Utilizing
Assessment Tools Towards Student Retention
Thursday April 7, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

This is an open-discussion workshop
where we will explore online strategies that encourage student engagement and motivation through greater
access to lecture content, collaborative
projects, open-ended practices, and
improved communication. Among
Blackboard tools covered will be As
signments, SafeAssignments, Tests,
Discussions, Blogs and Wikis. This
workshop covers material suitable for
both classroom and online courses. All
questions about Blackboard are welcome and encouraged.
Fascilitator: George Rosa

Everyone Get’s an A! Utilizing assessment Tools Towards Student
Retention
Thursday, April 7, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

This is an open-discussion workshop
where we will explore online strategies that encourage student engagement and motivation through greater
access to lecture content, collaborative
projects, open-ended practices, and

improved communication. Among
Blackboard tools covered will be Assignments, SafeAssignments, Tests,
Discussions, Blogs and Wikis. This
workshop covers material suitable for
both classroom and online courses. All
questions about Blackboard are welcome and encouraged.
Facilitator: George Rosa

Universal Design – What is it
Thursday, April 14, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

This workshop is designed to help
instructors understand the multiple
learning styles of students today. The
workshop looks at how to leverage various technology tools to help address
multiple learning styles.come and encouraged.
Facilitator: Aaron Davis

Tips to Prevent Academic Dishonesty in Online
Thursday May 5, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

EdTech Innovation Celebration
An event to have FUN with
technology, celebrate faculty
success, and meet other
innovators on campus.
Delicious food, great conversations, and GIFTS await you.
Date: May 10, 2016
Time: 2:00pm
Location: FDR, 3rd floor C Building

This workshops will provide insights of
Advanced blackboard topics such as
blogs, journals, wikis, course copy, tips
to prevent online cheating, and others.
Facilitator: WIlfredo Rodríguez

How you learn isn’t how I learn.
Cool Tools Customization
Thursday May 12, 2016
3:30pm - 4:30pm

These workshops cover a variety of
topics and they are focused on solving
faculty issues in the classrooms.
Facilitator: Aaron Davis

Good Luck,
Leonardo Lavega!

We at EdTech extend our best wishes
to Leonardo Lavega. Leo served as
EdTech’s programmer and proved to
be a most valuable member of the
team. To the office goals he brought
his knowledge, an outstanding skillset
and his enthusiastic helpfulness towards his colleagues, faculty, staff and
students. And most important of all,
he’s a really nice guy. Leo has moved
on to a position with a leading tech
company as an application developer.
We know that Leo will be successful in
all his future endeavors, and thank him
for the outstanding work that he did
here with us.
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by George Rosa

F

or years EdTech has provided support for faculty who use video recording of their lessons, specifically
what is known as “lecture capture”, in
their teaching. Two platforms have been
used for this: Tegrity and Camtasia, each
with its advantages and disadvantages.
This year a new, powerful, easy-to-use
and easily accessible video and lecture
capture application arrived at Hostos

Viewers in the course just need to go
to the Panopto Tool link in the course
to see the course recordings. Also by
posting using the Panopto server and
viewed in Blackboard, the privacy issue
is avoided.
Recordings can be easily shared
among courses and users.
Recordings can be shared across courses and permissions given to allow access to users of all different categories,
students, instructors, guests, etc.
Panopto Recorder is accessible inside
and outside of Blackboard across
platforms and through different devices.
Although Panopto resides in Blackboard, it can be accessed both inside

ming and clipping, splicing additional
content, embedding quizzes and surveys, synchroning videos and slides, and
captioning.
Video Upload
A broad range of file formats can be uploaded into Panopto’s video library using
drag-and-drop. THis allows Panopto to
be used as a media server and rich media
file storage manager.

Students can create recordings with
permissions.
By setting permissions instructors can
allow students to record to sharable folders. Invitations to view videos can be
sent out through email and videos em-

Panopto at Hostos:
lec ture capture /videomaker/

webcaster/media file storage
that is available for unlimited use by all
faculty. Called Panopto, it brings many
features that give it advantages over the
previously mentioned applications, going far beyond a mere lecture capture
application to being a video production
and editing tool, a media file manager
and library, and collaborative teaching/
learning site.
Easy to use.
If you’re familiar with Tegrity, Panopto
works in much the same way. Just click
the Record button to start recording.
When you’re done it quickly processes
and uploads the recording to the Panopto course folder. It’s then available for
viewing.
Panopto resides in Blackboard
Hostos has purchased the Panopto
building block, which means it functions
like a plugin that you access through
Blackboard. There are many advantages to this. For one, Panopto has the
same availability to faculty and students
as Blackboard itself. Once you sign-on
to Blackboard you also have access to
Panopto. Secondly, there’s no need to
use an outside application like YouTube
and link or embed the resulting videos.

and outside Blackboard and through
Android and Apple mobile devices.
Live Instant Webcasting
Turn any presentation, event, or meeting into a live web event simply by clicking “Webcast” in Panopto’s software.

for all

bedded in websites and social media,
and posted directly to YouTube. Videos
can also be downloaded to MP4 format.
What all this means is that Panopto can
be used as a video production application to create recordings to be used outside of Blackboard.

Video File Management and Library
Search.
Panopto automatically indexes key
information about your videos and
makes them easy to find. And Panopto’s search engine lets you search inside
videos for words shown on slides or
mentioned by presenters.

You can learn more about Panopto by
visiting the Panopto website:

Video Analytics
You can monitor the activity and size
of your video library, reporting number
of users, folders, sessions, views, data
servers, and get reports on viewing
statistics within video collections and
analyze the effectiveness of individual
recordings.

http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/
panopto

Web-based editing
Panopto’s video editor is accessed
through any web browser, allowing you
to make changes to your videos from
anywhere. Capabilities include trim-

http://panopto.com
Hostos EdTech has a site dedicated to
information and support on Panopto at
Hostos:

And please stop by or contact the EdTech
office if you are interested in bringing
Panopto into your pedagogy.

ACTIVATING PANOPTO IN YOUR BLACKBOARD COURSE

1.

In the course that you want to use Panopto, !
click on Customization in the Control Panel to expand it, !
then click on Tool Availability.

2.

3.

Click the + sign at the top left above
Navigation Menu and click on Tool Link
to create a new area for your Panopto link.
!

In the Tool Availability page, scroll down, and verify
that the box next to Panopto Course Tool Application
is checked. If it is not checked, then check it, and
click Submit.

4.

Choose the Panopto Course Tool by
clicking on it.

ACTIVATING PANOPTO IN YOUR BLACKBOARD COURSE

5.

6.

You now have a link !
to the Panopto tool !
in the Navigation Menu. !
Now click on the link.

7.
!

8.

Name the new area Panopto !
and check Available to Users. !
Then click Submit.

Click the Add Course to Panopto
button.

Click on the Configure button.

ACTIVATING PANOPTO IN YOUR BLACKBOARD COURSE

9.

10.

11.

The Panopto Tool now appears.

You can select other course folders
to share recordings with. To do that,
click on the course you wish to !
share with in the Available Folders
box and click on the Add >> button
to push it into the Selected Folders
box. When finished, click Submit.!

If this page appears click on Panopto
Folder Settings for the course you want to
record for.!
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by Aaron Davis
At Hostos Community College there has
been an emergence of courses offered
in both the hybrid (partially online) and
asynchronous (fully online) modalities. Online learning offers students the
flexibility of self-paced learning on their
own time, in many instances from the
comfort of their own home.
Synchronous courses (face-to-face),
while still an important component of
higher education, can deter adult learners when alternative corresponding online courses offer learning in the comfort
of one’s home at one’s own pace.
However despite many students enter-

ronments such as social media, which
digital natives use on a daily basis. The
2016 National Education Technology
Plan calls this the Digital Use Divide,
which describes the difference between
a student’s passive use of technology
and their active use of technology.
Are You Ready?
In order to better prepare students for
the active use of technology that online
learning requires, the Office of Educational Technology has created the “Are
You Ready?” course in Blackboard to better prepare students in both how online
learning works, and what to expect in an
online learning environment.
The course is divided into 6 sections that
go over a range of topics. Each section
presents the student with a brief video,
text, and quiz. The course is also designed so that students cannot proceed
to further sections without completing
the previous one. Once the student
has completed the course, they are

The Course Menu leads students
through the sections

the “Are You Ready for O nline
Learning” assessment course
When this course was introduced to
faculty teaching in online modalities in
the past spring semester, they found
that the course both prepared student
expectations of online learning and also
created an accountability for students
who were taking their course.
As online courses at Hostos continue to
expand, the Office of Educational Technology encourages faculty to better
prepare their students by asking them
to take the Are You Ready? course at the
beginning of the semester.
For more details, go to:
An image capture from a video in the course

ing higher education being dubbed
“digital natives,” online learning environments like Blackboard, are not as
intuitive or familiar as the online envi-

rewarded with a certificate that they can
provide to their instructor to show that
they are prepared for an online learning
course.

http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/
online

In December 2015 the Office of Educational Technology with the EdTech
Leadership Council emailed all faculty a
link to a survey about their experiences
teaching with technology. 114 faculty

for them to try teaching hybrid or online courses. Many indicated that they
needed additional training, better supporting technology (both in terms of online resources in their subject areas and
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Teaching with Technology:
members responded to the survey. The
respondents’ represented the following
departments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language & Cognition
(6 respondents- 5%)
Library (6 respondents- 5%)
Allied Health (9 respondents8%)
Education (9 respondents- 8%
Business (10 respondents- 9%)
Humanities (12 respondents11%)
English (14 respondents- 12%)
Natural Sciences (14 respondents- 12%)
Mathematics (15 respondents13%)
Behavioral & Social Sciences
(18 respondents- 16%)

73% identified themselves as full time
faculty and twenty-seven percent identified as adjunct faculty. The majority (over
80%) had been teaching at Hostos for 6
or more semesters and the majority were

in professorial titles (17% Professor, 17%
Associate Professor and 36% Assistant
Professor).
More than 75% of the respondents had
experience adding a Blackboard component to their courses. This approximately
aligns with the EdTech Office’s experience that approximately 60% of faculty
activate the Blackboard sites associated
with their courses, each semester. See
chart 1 for additional info.
Faculty members had a variety of responses to the open-ended question
of what needs to be in place in order

technology support on campus), and
data showing that online courses were
as good as, or better, than in-person
courses.
Faculty members then responded to
questions about their technology needs,

their experiences with SmartClassrooms
on campus, and their professional development needs. Blackboard, Computers on Wheels (COWS) and multimedia
carts were commonly used technology
resources. Faculty members indicated
they used technology often to share

by Kate Lyons

•
•
•

2-3 semesters
5% taught in a SmartClassroom for
4-5 semesters
34% taught in a SmartClassroom for
6 or more semesters
Faculty members responded to an

open-ended question about other
needs not asked about on the survey.
A selection of their responses follows:
•

Chairs- There are times you want to
sit at the computer located at the
teacher’s station. We do not have a

The 2015 Faculty Survey

audio, video and library resources with
their classes. See Chart 2 (below) for additional info.
Faculty members who indicated that
they taught in SmartClassrooms were
asked a variety of questions about their
experiences using the SmartRooms at
Hostos. Of the respondents, the majority had taught in SmartClassrooms for at
least 4 semesters:
•
•

16% taught in a SmartClassroom for
1 semester
24% taught in a SmartClassroom for

chair that is high enough to see the
screen. We need a chair that matches the height of the computer table.
•

Room architecture: B-507 (smart
classroom) only fits 23 students, because there is a big column which
obstruct the view. You cannot put a
table or chairs behind this wide column. I had 26 students, and it was
real challenge. I called facilities and
informed the Registrars, but noting has been done. In the future,
this room should only be allocated
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•

by Kate Lyons

Comments about the technology generally focused on outdated
software, especially the problem
of plugins not being updated, tech
support not responding quickly
enough, and broken hardware.
Problems with class size and inadequate seating, or trouble access the

to courses with small class size.
•

Desks: The set-up of the desks is not
conducive to group work. It is time
consuming to move the desks around.

room were also mentioned.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

•

WiFi - The wifi in Building A has not
been working all semester despite
reports to IT… 3rd floor B classrooms have such slow internet
access that connecting to vital resources becomes a major hurdle.

•

Cleaning: The area that houses the
equipment needs to be cleaned

Problem-solving skills- 35
Increasing critical thinking- 35
Increasing student motivation- 32
Project-based learning- 31
Experiential learning- 28
Blackboard tools- 24
Course development- 23
Core competencies across the
curriculum- 22
9. Online collaboration tools- 22
10. Lecture capture- 20
11. Learning styles- 20

more often. The accumulation of
dust around the PC can cause the
equipment to malfunction and also
is unhealthy for the users.

12. Plagiarism and cheating in online
courses- 19
13. Flipping the classroom- 19
14. Game-based learning- 15
15. iPads in the classroom- 15

16. Using social media in your course15
17. Designing a syllabus- 14
18. Service learning- 14
19. Universal design- 13
20. Test taking strategies- 13
21. Disruptive behavior in the classroom- 11

22. Student services- 10
Faculty members responded to questions about training and their proficiency with technology tools. On MondaysThursdays the most popular timeslot was
2-4pm. On Fridays and Saturdays faculty
members indicated that 11-1 would be
their preferred time for training. The majority (54%) preferred traditional 1-hour
workshops, but online self-paced workshops was the second most popular type
of training (37%) and one-on-one trainings ranked third (29%). Faculty members indicated whether they were likely

to attend trainings on a variety of topics. The following is the list of trainings
ranked by the number of faculty who
indicated they were “Highly likely” to attend.
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by Kate Lyons
Finally, faculty members indicated their level of proficiency with a variety of technology tools. See Chart 5 for their ranking of their expertise with a variety of technology.

Survey of Bilinguals
in
NYC with Google Docs

D

r. Sue Dicker has been working on
a project for three years; she is interested in documenting how New
Yorkers who speak two languages—English and a native or heritage language—
make use of these languages in their daily
lives. Together with me (Francisco), she created an on-line survey. The first part of the
survey asks participants to indicate how
often they use their non-English language
in various situations—at home, in their
neighborhoods, at work, at school, etc. The
second part of the survey has open-ended
questions; here the participants may, if

on completing the survey more than once.
The steps to create a free Google Document are as follows::
Step One: Navigate to your Google Drive.
In order to create a Google Doc, you’ll
need to access your Google Drive. The only
requisite to having a Google Drive is having a Google account.
Step Two: Create a Google Form. Click on
the top left red button that reads “NEW”—
this will allow you create a new Doc,
Sheet, etc. Hover down to “More” and select “Google Form.” This will create a new
Google Form and take you into the form
editor.
Step Three: Customization Options. Within the Form you can change the Title, Design, Description, Questions, and Question
format.

Is it time to switch
from
Blackboard? Join the
conversation!

L

ast semester’s Blackboard outtages
has increased talk among Blackboard
users, Bb campus administrators
and even among senior administrators at
CUNY CIS and CUNY educational technology leaders about the possibility of
changing CUNY’s relationship with Blackboard as its main Learning Management
System (LMS). CUNY’s Blackboard contract
ends next year, and suggestions are being
made that, at the least, CUNY leverage its
position as Blackboard’s largest client to
get improved services and support from
Blackboard. Others are advocating a com-

News and Notes
they wish, write narratives about their experiences using two languages. With this
survey Dr. Dicker, who is a linguist as well
as a professor of English, wishes to challenge the widely-accepted notions that
immigrant languages disappear in two or
three generations, and that Americans in
general are assimilating to one common
culture and one common language, the
so-called “melting pot.”
If you are a bilingual New Yorker, you are
invited to participate in this survey. Many
of your students are also bilingual. Please
add the link to the Blackboard of your
classes:
http://commons.hostos.cuny.edu/bilingualnyc/
We used Google Docs web form as an online questionnaire to gather the information. It is best known as an online space
where users can create and share documents. Survey creation is a lesser-known,
yet useful feature. Google Docs provides
only one link to the questionnaire, and
there are no built-in mechanisms to control who accesses the form or limitations

Step Four: Create Questions. To add a
new question, click on the “Add Item” button at the top of the screen and select the
desired type of question. Users can create
“text” questions, “paragraph text” questions, “multiple choice” questions (requiring the selection of an answer among a
row of choices), “checkboxes” questions,
“choose from among a list” questions (requiring the selection of an answer among
a list of possibilities), and “grid” questions
(requiring answers to related individual
questions on a pre-determined scale of
possibilities).
Last Step: Sharing Out the Survey. Make
sure the survey is live and accepting responses. Click “Responses” under the top
menu. Once you’re sure your survey is live
and ready to be shared, you have two options to share the survey with your group:
1.

Simply share the link of the live survey
to your group.
2. Click File > Send Form > and enter
emails.
by Dr. Sue Dicker and Francisco Ordonez

plete changeover to an alternative LMS.
The most commonly mentioned one is
one named Canvas.
How do you feel about this important
topic? Do you have an opinion, are you interested in what is being discussed, would
like to learn more and join the discussion?
One means to participate in the discussion
and be heard is to join the CUNY Academic Commons, CUNY’s own social network,
comprised of faculty, students, staff and
administrators from all CUNY campuses.
The Academic Commons gives you access
to different forums and interest groups,
and one of the most active ones now is
the LMS (Blackboard and Alternatives)
group. If you have ideas and opinions, or
interested in keeping up-to-date, please
visit the Academic Commons and the LMS
forum at:
http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/
by George Rosa

The Bronx CUNY Educational
Technology (EdTech) Showcase
Call for
Presentations
Conference Theme: Ready or Not? Student Preparedness into and out of our Institutions
Conference Date: Friday, May 6, 2016
Lehman College, Bronx NY (9:00 am – 4 pm)
Morning sessions (9:00a-12:25p): Carman Hall, B-Level
Afternoon sessions (12:45p-4:00p): Music Building, Ground Floor, Faculty Dining Area
Join the three Bronx CUNY colleges for a very special opportunity to discuss the impact of technology across
the education spectrum from high schools through undergraduate, workforce development and beyond. This
year our committee seeks cross-community, cross-campus and cross-disciplinary groups and individuals to lead
discussions and share success stories, ideas, and roadmaps that can assist in leading, innovating, and representing change. Those exemplary activities that feature collaboration, pedagogical innovation, institutional change
and, of course, unique classroom methodologies with technology, are encouraged. Whether you consider yourself a proficient specialist, a ‘work-in-progress,’ a novice or first-time adopter, you are welcome to apply!

Submission deadline: Monday, February 29th, 2016

C559
718 319-7915
Monday - Friday
9:00am to 5:00pm

WHO WE ARE

edtech@hostos.cuny.edu

Carlos Guevara, Director of EdTech
cguevara@hostos.cuny.edu

Iber Poma
Coordinator of Student Services
ipoma@hostos.cuny.edu

Aaron Davis
Instructional Designer
adavis@hostos.cuny.edu

Wilfredo Rodríguez
Coordinator of EdTech
wrodriguez@hostos.cuny.edu

George Rosa
Senior Instructional Design Specialist
grosa@hostos.cuny.edu

Faculty Learning Commons (FLC) Staff
Lemar Francis

Emmanuel Rosario

Instructional Design Assistant
lfrancis@hostos.cuny.edu

Instructional Design Assistant
erosario@hostos.cuny.edu

http://www.hostos.cuny.edu/edtech

Educational Technology
Leadership Council (ETLC)
Kate Lyons
Chairperson, EdTech Leadership Council
clyons@hostos.cuny.edu
http://www.hostos.cuny.edu/etlc

Accesibility Resource Center
Raymond Pérez

Allied Health

BSS

Sandra Castellanos
Petal Leu Wais See

Amy Ramson
Kate Wolfe

Counseling

Business

Lizette Colón
Barbara Rivera

Linda Ridley

Education

English
Jason Buchanan

Language and Cognition
Karin Lundberg
Mildred Rabry

Elys Vasquez-Iscan

Humanities
Catherine Lewis Cannon

Library
Mathematics
Tanvir Prince

Natural Sciences
Debasish Roy

Kate Lyons
Lisa Tappeiner

Wellness

Fabian Wander

http://www.hostos.cuny.edu/
http://www.hostos.cuny.edu/etlc
edtech/about-edtech/
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